Let MU* (A') be the unitary bordism of a finite complex X. Let X" be the /^-skeleton of X. This note proves that certain properties of MUt (X) are shared by MU* (X") when the projective dimension of MUt{X) as a MU* module is low (0, 1, or 2).
Introduction. Let A be a finite complex and let Ap be any skeleton of X. This note examines some algebraic properties which are inherited by the skeleton Xv from the complex X. Our work is motivated by the elementary example: if i/*(A; Z) is free abelian, then HifiXp; Z) is also free abelian.
MUjfi ) is the complex bordism homology theory associated to the Thorn spectrum MU. We denote the projective dimension of MU% (A) as a A/í/+ = A/í7^(Point)-module by horn dimMUt MU^iX). Connor and Smith prove: horn dimV[7, MU*iX)=0 if and only if //+(A;Z) is free abelian [3, 3.10] . Our elementary example becomes the «=0 version of our first theorem. Theorem 1. Let X be a finite complex. If n=0, 1, or 2, then horn dimMUt Mi/*(A)_« if and only if horn dim1/[7> MU%iXp)^n for every skeleton Xp of X.
The "if" part of the theorem is trivial. The «=1 version is a folk theorem; we shall sketch a proof for completeness. k^i ) is the connective A>theory; it is the homology theory derived from the connected unitary spectrum bu ( [1] , [8] ). We prove: Theorem 2. Let X be a finite complex. The following four conditions are equivalent.
(i) k^ (A) is free abelian.
(ii) k^iXp) is free abelian for every skeleton Xp of X. (iii) MU^iX1") is free abelian for every skeleton Xp of X.
(iv) Aft/* (A) is free abelian and hom dimlir7<i Mt/* (A)_l. Postnikov fibres of homology theories. Let Af# ( ) be a homology theory and q an integer. We follow Dold [4] in defining the ^th Postnikov fibre of M* ( ) to be the homology theory Miq)% ( ) with groups Miq)v+QiX) for a finite complex A given by Miq)v+qiX) = ImageíM^A*-1) -* Mv+qiXp)}.
Recall the skeletal filtration exact couple for the Atiyah-HirzebruchDold spectral sequence for A/* (A) has D],q=Mp+qiXp) and £p>3= Mv+giXp, A""1). So
which is DlQ in the derived exact couple. There is a natural homomorphism Miq)II+qiX)^Miq-l\+QiX) which is i*,,:Dli<r*D^g_x in the derived exact couple [7, . The converse of the following folk lemma also holds, but we shall not need it. Proof.
The first statement is seen by tensoring the derived exact couple with Q, the rationals. For the second statement, note that if all the /p,s's are monic in the derived exact couple, then all the k2,iff's are zero. Since each differential involves a k\q, the spectral sequence collapses.
Q.E.D.
We shall work with three homology theories: integral homology, connective ri-theory, and complex bordism. All three satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 4. Proof.
This follows immediately from definitions and the fact that M2r+1+siX°, A-i)=0.
Q.E.D.
Let f'.A^i )->-B%i ) be a natural transformation of two homology theories. The inclusion of skeleta, i:Xp~1^-Xp, of a finite complex A induces the commuting diagram :
we may define
by f(q)(AJi)(y)) =f2AJi)(y) = £*(/)/,(j) for any y e Av+q(Xp^). 
We start to ask whether f(q),g(q), ■ ■ • are in a long exact sequence, but we recall that h(q) has not been (and may not be) defined. 
